DMP unveil Green Compact PC eBox-3300 (Only 10W)
Nov. 2008 - DMP Electronics Inc.,
launched the very first energy saving
eBox-3300, this 10W computer use
the latest MSTI PDX-600 CPU has
Ultra low power consumption, mini
size, high performance and fanless
etc., advantages for environment.
「 The globe worming is the most
concern issue recent years. DMP treat
this issue as the priority event for
globe villages, therefore DMP spend years researching and developing for the products
which can save the energy and reduce the carbon dioxide, for satisfying the consumer’s
expectation of environment protection of the IT products.
The eBox-3300 only consumes 10W power with a palm size dimension. The power
consumption is only 1/30 compare with the normal Desktop and 1/8 compare with the
normal laptop. Compare with traditional 300W Desktop you can save more power fee every
single month.
The feature of eBox-3300 10W is not only low power consumption but also in a small
dimension, the 115x115mm form factor design is only 1/10 volume of the normal Desktop. It
can save a lot of room for enterprise and personal using. This system use MSTI PDX-600
CPU with the 256MB DDR2, let the system can run the Windows series and Linux O/S. the
chassis support the VESA mounting hole. It can be easily mounted in the back of LCD
monitor which supporting the VESA mounting hole. You don’t need to worry about the life
cycle of the fan anymore because the eBox-3300 is fanless design. There will be no dust
gathered inside your computer anymore. The really extend the life cycle of the computer.
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Specification
Model

eBox-3300

CPU

MSTI PDX-600 (1GHz)

Memory

Onboard 256MB DDR2

VGA
Ethernet
2nd Ethernet

I/O

XGI Z9s with 32MB DDR2
External 15-pin D-type female VGA connector
Integrated 10/100 Mbps LAN
Built-in PXE diskless boot function
Realtek RTL8100B 10/100Mbps Ethernet (optional)
44pin IDE box header x 1
Micro SD socket x 1 (bootable)
CF Slot x 1 (bootable)
USB V2.0 x 3 (2 in the front)
RJ-45 x 1
PS2 for Keyboard/Mouse x 1
Mini PCI Socket x 1 (optional)
RS-232 port x 2 (optional)

Audio

Mic in and Line out

Power

+5V @ 2A (10 W)

Dimensions

115 x 115 x 35 mm

Weight
505g
Note: The specification is subject to change without prior notice.
Ordering Information:
eBox-3300: Standard Version
eBox-3300-H: Standard Version with support for 2.5” HDD
eBox-3300-M: Standard Version with Mini PCI Socket
eBox-3300-JSK: Standard Version with Mini PCI Socket and 2 x RS-232
eBox-3300-L2: Standard Version with two LAN and 2 xRS-232 but No P/S2
eBox-3300-LS: Standard Version with Linux O/S and support RDP. ICA. VNC. XDMCP
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